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In this technical report, two new algorithms based upon frequent patterns are proposed. One
algorithm is a classification method. The other one is an algorithm for target group selection. In
both algorithms, first of all, the collection of frequent patterns in the training set is constructed.
Choosing an appropriate data structure allows us to keep the full collection of frequent patterns
in memory. The classification method utilizes directly this collection. Target group selection is a
known problem in direct marketing. Our selection algorithm is based upon the collection of
frequent patterns.
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based upon Frequent Patterns
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Abstract
In this technical report1, two new algorithms based upon frequent
patterns are proposed. One algorithm is a classi cation method. The
other one is an algorithm for target group selection. In both algorithms, rst of all, the collection of frequent patterns in the training
set is constructed. Choosing an appropriate data structure allows us
to keep the full collection of frequent patterns in memory. The classication method utilizes directly this collection. Target group selection
is a known problem in direct marketing. Our selection algorithm is
based upon the collection of frequent patterns.

1 Introduction
Machine learning and datamining are major issues in the present-day AI
research. An almost classical issue in this eld is classi cation. Several
classi cation methods have been developed over the past two decades. We
mention, amongst others, neural networks, decision trees, genetic algorithms
etc. Some techniques are based upon frequent patterns, viz. rough sets, logical analysis of data, association rules. In this technical report we propose
a new classi cation algorithm based upon frequent patterns. A second algorithm proposed in this technical report is also based upon frequent patterns
and deals with target group selection in direct marketing.
1 The

rst part of this technical report has been published as [8].

The rst step in the algorithms is the construction of the collection of frequent patterns. Without any re ning operation, those frequent patterns are
used for classi cation and selection respectively. Thus, we might say that the
new algorithms are brute-force datamining methods using a raw collection
of patterns. Such an approach appears to be feasible, which is not surprising
given today's high values of speed and memory size. We will compare our
classi er with other existing classi ers.
The outline of this technical report is as follows. Section 2 recalls some
de nitions and facts about frequent patterns. The rst new algorithm, a
classi cation method is presented in Section 3. We also design a variant algorithm which actually performs a relaxation of the classi cation procedure.
The algorithms are illustrated by experimental results. In Section 4 we show
that there exist clear relationships between our method on the one hand and
three other methods on the other, viz. classifying based on associations,
rough sets and logical analysis of data. Section 5 shows a new method for
target group selection. Again, experimental results are included.

2 Frequent patterns
In this section, we discuss some de nitions and facts on frequent patterns. A
data set is a set of records or cases. Each record consists of an n-tuple (n is
xed) of discrete values. The positions in a record correspond to attributes.
Suppose that we have n = 4 and the four attributes are: income, married,
children, creditworthy. An example of a record in a dataset of customers is
(5, yes, 3, yes), which means that the customer related to this record has
income group equal to 5, is married, has 3 children and is creditworthy. As
mentioned above, we require discrete values. If an attribute has continuous
values, discretization is required. One attribute is appointed to be the target attribute. The values which are taken by the target attribute are called
classes or class labels.
Suppose that a data set D has n attributes a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an , where an is the
target attribute. A pattern (also called an item set in some literature) is
de ned as a series of m (m  n 1) equalities of the form (ai1 = vi1 ; ai2 =
vi2 ; : : : ; aim = vim ), with aik a non-target attribute and vik a value that can
be taken by attribute aik , 1  k  m. A record R is a supporter of a pattern
P = (ai1 = vi1 ; ai2 = vi2 ; : : : ; aim = vim ), if R matches pattern P , i.e., attribute aik occurs in R and has value vik for each k, 1  k  m. The support
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Figure 1: An example of a trie (without support counts).
of a pattern P denoted by supp(P ) is equal to the number of its supporters.
Given a threshold or minimal support (denoted by minsup) a pattern is called
frequent if supp(P )  minsup. A convenient data structure viz. a trie can be
used to capture the full collection of frequent patterns. A trie is able to store
all frequent items in a compact way. An example of a trie is shown in Figure
1. This trie is related to a data set which has three attributes a, b and c,
and target attribute d. The value range for a is the integer set 1; 2; 3; 4; the
value range for b is 1; 2 and that for c is 1; 2; 3. Each path (not necessarily
ending at a leaf) in the trie represents a frequent pattern and vice versa. For
instance, (a = 1; b = 2; c = 1) denotes a path as well as as a frequent pattern.
Any path corresponding to a subset of (a = 1; b = 2; c = 1) is also a frequent
pattern. Hence, the paths (a = 1; b = 2), (a = 1; c = 1) and (b = 2; c = 1)
also correspond to frequent patterns and hence, are included in the trie. The
patterns (a = 3) and (c = 2) are assumed to be infrequent. Consequently,
each pattern containing any of these two patterns is also infrequent.
As mentioned before, supp(P ) is equal to the number of the supporters of P .
For a given class c and a pattern P , the class support of c in P , denoted by
suppc(P ), is equal to the number of supporters for P with class label c. The
con dence of a class c, also called the relative support, in a pattern P is dened as confc(P ) = suppc(P )=supp(P ). The class of a pattern P , denoted by
class(P ), is de ned as a class c for which suppc(P ) and hence also confc(P ) is
maximal. For c0 =class(P ), the value confc0 (P ) is also denoted by conf(P ).
The following example illustrates the de nitions. Consider the trie in Figure
1. Suppose that target attribute d has class labels 0 and 1. Suppose that

pattern (a = 1; b = 2) is supported by 30 records, of which there are 20
in class 1 and 10 in class 0. Then we have supp(P ) = 30, supp1 (P ) = 20,
supp0 (P ) = 10, conf1 (P ) = 2=3, conf0 (P ) = 1=3. Since class label 1 has the
greatest support, we have class(P ) = 1 and conf(P ) = 2=3.

3 A classi er based upon frequent patterns

PatMat

We now present our new algorithm, called PatMat. To build a
classi er we need a data set D which acts as training set. The collection of frequent patterns in D is constructed and is stored into a trie T . Any algorithm
designed to nd frequent patterns is appropriate. Apriori is the best-known
algorithm in this area. We assume that supp(P ) and also suppc(P ) for every
c is stored into the cell at the end of path P . To calculate these quantities,
only a slight extension of Apriori is needed. The classi cation of a record
R proceeds as follows. Each path or equivalently each frequent pattern P is
examined for being a supporter of R. The pattern P for which conf(P ) is
maximal is selected and its class value class(P ) determines the class for R.
The following code re ects the above classi cation process.
(1) function classifying(R)
(2) bestconf = maxfconf(P ) j P a frequent pattern supported by Rg;
(3) P0 is a frequent pattern such that bestconf = conf(P0 );
(4) c0 is a class such that conf(P0 ) =confc0 (P0 ) = bestconf;
(5) return c0 , P0 ;
In order to determine the value of bestconf (see line (2)), the trie needs to be
traversed. Hence, for any record P that is being classi ed, a trie traversal is
performed. Clearly, some parts of the trie may be discarded. If R does not
support a pattern corresponding to a cell P , then R does not support any
extension of P either. In case cell P is visited, the subtrie below P (if any)
may be discarded.
Theoretically, it might happen that there is no frequent pattern supported
by R (see line (2)). However, it can be shown that the occurrence of such an
event is very improbable. In fact, in all our experiments this did not occur a
single time. If we want the algorithm to cover all possible cases, we could assign a default class to such a record R, for instance the most frequent class.
From the fact that the con dences are relative frequencies approximating
pattern probabilities, it can be seen that the algorithm is an approximation

to the Bayes classi er under the assumption that the training set has proportions that re ect the class probabilities. By restricting attention to frequent
patterns we try to enhance the quality of the approximation.
We conducted several experiments with PatMat. We will give a more detailed
description of those experiments later. We have noticed many collisions in
line (3), mostly with bestconf = 100%. A collision means that patterns P
and P are found with bestconf = conf(P ) =conf(P ) or equivalently, patternclass combinations (P; c) and (P ; c ) are found with bestconf = confc(P ) =
confc (P ). We formulated the following criteria for solving collisions.
- if confc(Pi ) =confc (Pj ) and suppc (Pi ) >suppc (Pj ) for any classes c and
c , then Pi takes precedence over Pj ;
- if the previous rule still leaves a collision, then a longer pattern (i.e., a
higher number of attributes) precedes a shorter one.
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Applying these criteria the number of collisions nearly vanishes. Once a
pattern P0 is chosen, usually a unique value c0 can be determined in line (4).
A major advantage of the new method over other methods is its transparency.
Note, that the classi cation function not only returns c0 , the appointed class,
but also P0 , the pattern that caused c0 to be picked as the appointed class.
Thus, it is possible to give a clear account for the target label assigned to a
test record. A record is put into a class, since it meets a certain pattern and
many training records meeting that pattern belong to the same class. Thus,
an instance could be classi ed as class A, because it has value 3 for attribute
2, and value 1 for attribute 4, and 97% of such instances in the training set
belong to class A.

A variant algorithm

We have mentioned that line (3) in the code of
the procedure classifying gives rise to a lot of collisions. In addition, we
noticed that many so-called near-collisions occurred. A near-collision means
that a combination (P; c) can be found with bestconf  confc(P ) or more
precisely confc(P ) > 0:9bestconf. Because of the great number of collisions,
we decided to apply multiple classi cation: a record may be classi ed into
multiple classes, or put another way, a record may take multiple class labels.
In order to take the collisions into account, the following code was used.

(1) function multiple-classifying(R)
(2) bestconf= maxfconf(P ) j P a frequent pattern supported by Rg;
(3) C = fcj confc(P ) > 0:9bestconf for any frequent P supported by Rg;
(4) return C ;
A record R is considered to be classi ed wrongly, if the class label of R does
not occur in C , the set resulting from the call multiple-classifying(R). As will
be shown in the next paragraph, the variant algorithm has a considerably
lower error rate.

Experiments

In this section we will describe some experiments. The new
algorithms, PatMat and its variant, were implemented under the Borland
C++ 5.02 environment. These algorithms were compared with C4.5, a famous decision tree classi er. For our experiments we actually used the Java
implementation of C4.5, Release 8 from [9]. We used eight data sets from
the UCI ML Repository[6]. If a data set contained continuous attributes,
these were discretized using the method in [4]. The three algorithms under
consideration were applied to each of the eight data sets. In order to compare the performance of the algorithms, we measured the error rate of each
classi cation run. The error rate is de ned as the number of wrongly classied records divided by the total number of classi ed records. The di erence
between the error rate of PatMat and that of the variant is a measure for
the number of collisions during PatMat. A test run for a combination of a
data set and an algorithm consists of the following steps. A random selection
is made containing 2=3 of the records in the data set. This set acts as the
training set. The remaining 1=3 of the records is used as the test set. The
error rate was measured in each run. This action was carried out ten times.
The average error rate and the standard deviation were computed over these
ten runs. The outcomes are displayed in Figure 2. For nding frequent patterns in PatMat and its variant, minsup= 1% is chosen. Figure 2 shows that
PatMat performs slightly better than C4.5. Remarkably, we noticed that
over 90% over the records with bestconf= 100% and almost all records were
classi ed with bestconf 90%. None of the test runs took longer than a few
seconds, although some of the data sets consist of thousands of cases.
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Figure 2: Classi cation results

4 Comparison with other methods
Several algorithms in the machine learning work with a list of rules of the
form P ) c where P is a pattern and c a class. In contrast with those
algorithms, we do not construct a list, but we utilize the complete trie of
frequent patterns. Closest to our algorithm is the CBA method in [5]. An
intricate and cumbersome method is proposed to extract rules from the collection of frequent item sets. For many data sets, this results into a list of
ten thousands of rules.
Similar classi cation rules based on discrete-valued datasets can also be generated using the Rough Sets (RS) method introduced by Z. Pawlak[7]. It can
be easily seen that all rules generated by the Rough Set method have 100%
con dence, in our terminology. It can be shown that PatMat classi es more
cases with 100% con dence than RS can classify at all. Moreover, PatMat
also has rules available that do not match a 100% con dence rule; in those
cases classical RS cannot classify or has to resort to a default rule. Thus,
our method seems more appropriate than RS to discover non-deterministic,
noisy associations rather than clear-cut functional dependencies. Only recently, some generalized models of RS have been introduced, in which exact
dependencies are replaced by approximate dependencies, repairing this de ciency in a RS manner, see e.g. [10].
The Logical Analysis of Data (LAD) method developed by a group around
P. Hammer[2] is very similar to the Rough Set method, but has the further
drawback that it works only for dichotomous attributes. The patterns found

by LAD form a subset of the frequent patterns that constitute our trie.
Like k-nearest-neighbor and IGTree[3], the proposed algorithm is a lazy learning method. However, unlike those methods, our trie is not a lossless compression of the training set. Generalization takes place by restricting the
attention to frequent patterns.

5 Target group selection
In addition to classi cation problems, a variant of our algorithm may also
be used for target group selection problems, such as arise in direct mailing. Suppose, in a direct mailing campaign, we want to cover in our target
group as many individuals as possible with a certain hidden characteristic,
e.g. buyers of a certain commodity or service we are selling. In a training
set at our disposal, the hidden characteristic of the individuals is known. In
addition, for each individual the values on a number of attributes are available. How should we, on the basis of the known attribute values, assemble
a xed size target group such that it will contain as many future buyers as
possible? Such a target group selection problem can be modeled as a two
class problem, where class = 1 if an individual has the hidden characteristic and class = 0 otherwise. We should note rst of all, that this is not a
classi cation problem, since in all subsets of individuals the hit density (i.e.
the relative frequency of class 1 individuals) can be very low. Thus, every
individual would be classi ed as class 0. In the following algorithm for the
target group selection problem, which we named PatSelect, we circumvent
this diÆculty by choosing subsets with maximal hit density.

PatSelect

Like in PatMat, we use the training set D to form a collection
of frequent patterns stored in a trie T . Separately, we have a data set S
from which to select a number N of records that should contain as many
target class c objects as possible. The selection process we propose proceeds
as follows. For each record R in the data set S , we consider all patterns P in
T that are supported by R. Among those patterns, we choose the one with
the highest value of confc(P ). This value is called recordconf(R). Finally,
we select the group of N records R with the highest values of recordconf(R).
The following code re ects this process.

procedure selection(class , size )
for every record in the data set do
c

R

N

S

recordconf(R) = maxfconfc (P )j R supports P g;
sort all records R according to decreasing recordconf(R);
select topmost N records;

To test our selection method PatSelect we performed several experiments
both on direct marketing data and on the data sets we tested PatMat on.
The direct mailing data set was taken from the CoIL website2 which recently
threw the Challenge2000 contest for data miners. The test set contained
4000 records, of which 238 were caravan owners. The problem consisted in
selecting from the test set a group of 800 records containing as many caravan
owners as possible. While the best contestants scored between 110 and 121
caravan owners, PatSelect scored 112. Again, a competitive result.
The next table shows the results of applying PatSelect to the data sets of
Section 3. In each case, we took the least frequent class in the data set as
our target class. Subsequently, the data set was randomly split to form a
training set (2/3) and a test set (1/3). The size of the target group was
taken to be the expected number of target class members in the test set.
Ideally, a selection procedure could then select all target class members.
In the table is recorded the percentage of target class members that were
selected by PatSelect in the group, and in a separate column, the percentage
of expected target class members in the selected group, if the group would
have been chosen randomly. For each data set this was done 10 times, each
time splitting the data randomly. The averages and standard deviations over
these 10 repeats are recorded in Figure 3. As can be seen from the table, in
all cases a signi cant improvement can be attained over random selection,
while in some cases (like the Breast-w data) the improvement is spectacular.

6 Concluding remarks
We have presented two new methods based on frequent patterns, one for
classi cation and one for target group selection. Both methods appear to
perform adequately. The main advantage of both methods above the existing
methods is their transparency: it is very easy to state the reason why an
2 http://www.dcs.napier.ac.uk/coil/
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Figure 3: Target Group Selection results.
object is classi ed as it is, or why an individual is selected in the mailing
group. It is argued that our classi cation method generalizes the Rough
Sets and LAD methods, making it more appropriate for noisy data and large
data sets. In a forthcoming paper we intend to compare our target selection
method with existing methods like CHAID and regression methods.
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